Lateral Inhibition Organizes Beta Attentional Modulation in the Primary Visual Cortex.
We have previously shown that during top-down attentional modulation (stimulus expectation) correlations of the beta signals across the primary visual cortex were uniform, while during bottom-up attentional processing (visual stimulation) their values were heterogeneous. These different patterns of attentional beta modulation may be caused by feed-forward lateral inhibitory interactions in the visual cortex, activated solely during stimulus processing. To test this hypothesis, we developed a large-scale computational model of the cortical network. We first identified the parameter range needed to support beta rhythm generation, and next, simulated the different activity states corresponding to experimental paradigms. The model matched our experimental data in terms of spatial organization of beta correlations during different attentional states and provided a computational confirmation of the hypothesis that the paradigm-specific beta activation spatial maps depend on the lateral inhibitory mechanism. The model also generated testable predictions that cross-correlation values depend on the distance between the activated columns and on their spatial position with respect to the location of the sensory inputs from the thalamus.